¡VIVA!
LATINO HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH
2019
VIVA Youth and Family Arts & Crafts

THE MEXICAN MUSEUM
In Association with the Smithsonian Institution

MUSEUM CRAFT DESIGN
BOOK LAUNCH
Maestrapece: San Francisco’s Monumental Feminist Mural
Saturday, Sept. 14, 2019 — 1-2:30 p.m.
Koret Auditorium, Main Library, Lower Level

A celebration of the seven amazing female muralists who created San Francisco’s iconic Women’s Building—and the launch of their new book, Maestrapece: San Francisco’s Monumental Feminist Mural, published by Heyday Books. Featuring Juana Alicia, Miranda Bergman, Edythe Boone, Suzán Kilk Cervantes, Indian Dancer; Yvonne Littleton; and Irene Pérez. Foreword by Angela Y. Davis.
NO MORE STOLEN SISTERS

JUSTICE FOR JESSICA ALVA
JUSTICIA PARA JESSICA ALVA

NO MÁS HERMANAS ROBADAS

SOLITO, SOLITA
CROSSING BORDERS WITH YOUTH REFUGEES FROM CENTRAL AMERICA
EDITED BY STEVEN MAYSERS AND JONATHAN FREEDMAN
FOREWORD BY JAVIER ZAMORA

VIVA @ THE MAIN ~ ADULTS
FOOD OF THE GODS: CHOCOLATE
WITH KJ LANDIS
MISSION BAY - SUN 10/06, 2PM
WEST PORTAL - TUE, 10/15 6:30PM
ORTEGA - SAT 10/19, 2PM
GOLDEN GATE VALLEY - TUE 10/22, 4PM

KJ Landis will introduce the Latin American history and health benefits of chocolate— with samples! No advanced signup required, but come early to assure you get tastes!

MISSION GRÁFICA: OFF THE WALL
GALLERY TALK AND ARTIST PANEL DISCUSSION
SATURDAY, SEPT. 20, 6:30 P.M.
MISSION CULTURAL CENTER – 2868 MISSION STREET
Panel Discussion with Juan Fuentes, Alexandra Blum, Calixto Robles, Alyssa Aviles, and Lincoln Cushing. Moderated by Jesus Barraza.

VIVA @ THE BRANCHES/OFFSITE— ADULTS
VIVA @ THE BRANCHES ~ ADULTS

DUETO ARTE
PRESIDIO - TUE - 9/17, 7PM
EXCELSIOR - SAT 9/21, 3PM
GOLDEN GATE VALLEY - SUN 10/13, 3PM
MARINA - SAT 10/26, 2PM

Cuban Salsa originated in the 1950s Havana and its popularity spread throughout the world. Dance, play, and have fun in this beginner dance class. No partner or special attire required.

RUEDA CON RITMO
CUBAN SALSA DANCE CLASS
PARKSIDE - TUE 9/17, 6:30PM
MERCED SAT, 9/21, 2PM
POTRERO TUE 9/24, 6:30PM
WESTERN ADDITION SAT 10/12, 2PM
EUREKA VALLEY SAT 10/19, 3PM

LATIN AMERICAN CLASSICAL
ANZA - SUN 9/22, 2PM
NORTH BEACH - SAT 9/28, 2PM
OCEAN VIEW - WED 9/25, 6PM
CHINATOWN - SAT 10/5, 2:30PM
INGLESIDE - SAT 10/19, 3PM

LATino Hispanic classical musical performances, a partnership with San Francisco Conservatory of Music.

ARTE CON AMOR: JEWELRY MAKING
SUNSET - TUE 10/1, 6PM
BERNAL HEIGHTS - SUN 10/6, 2PM
PARK - TUE 10/15, 6PM
VISITACION VALLEY THUR 10/17, 6PM

Artist Juan Serrano leads a workshop in basic leather jewelry making. Participants will leave class with their own handcrafted earrings.
There

Tommy Orange

NATIONAL BESTSELLER

ONE OF THE
New York Times
100 BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR

"A arresting literary debut!" —MADELEINE L' ENG"
ONE CITY ONE BOOK CLUB

San Francisco Public Library presents

NEW CHILDREN'S BOOKS

WED. OCT. 2, 6:30 P.M., ORTEGA
SAT. OCT. 5, 2 P.M., MISSION BAY
SUN. OCT. 6, 2 P.M., ANZA
SAT. OCT. 12, 10:30 A.M., MAIN LIBRARY, TBBC®
SAT. OCT. 12, 2 P.M., RICHMOND
SUN. OCT. 13, 2 P.M., BERNAL HEIGHTS
TUE. OCT. 22, 6 P.M., NORTH BEACH
TUES. OCT. 22, 7 P.M., EXCELSIOR
SUN. NOV. 3, 3:30 P.M., EUREKA VALLEY
TUE. NOV. 5, 6:30 P.M., MISSION
WED. NOV. 6, 6 P.M., GLEN PARK
SUN. NOV. 10, 2 P.M., PARKSIDE
WED. NOV. 13, 6 P.M., MAIN
SAT. NOV. 16, 2 P.M., INGLESIDE
SAT. NOV. 23, 2 P.M., VISITACION VALLEY
TUE. DEC. 3, 7 P.M., MERCED

“A RUSH OF INTENSITY AND FEVER... BURSTING WITH TALENT AND BIG IDEAS... FUNNY AND PROFANE AND CONSCIOUS OF THE VIOLENCE THAT RUNS LIKE A SCAR THROUGH AMERICAN CULTURE.”
—THE SEATTLE TIMES

SFO
San Francisco International Airport

Supported by Friends of the San Francisco Public Library. All programs at the Library are free.
sfpl.org/onecityonebook #onecityonebook
Forward Together: Healing Violence Against Black and Indigenous Women and Girls • Friday, Oct. 25, 4 p.m., Main Library, 6th Floor

For the Record: Eyewitness Testimonies and Panel on the Death of Luis Gongora Pat • Tuesday, Oct. 15, 7:30 p.m., Shaping San Francisco, 518 Valencia St

Alcatraz Is Not an Island
Original Occupiers & NPS Ranger tell the story of the historic 1969 Native American Occupation on Alcatraz.

Landless in the Bay Area
• Wednesday, Oct. 23, 6 p.m., Main Library, Koret Auditorium

Ancestral Ink • Saturday, Nov. 9, 2–4 p.m., Main Library, Koret Auditorium

“We stayed because the city sounds like a war, and you can’t leave a war once you’ve been, you can only keep it at bay” –Tommy Orange, There There
EXHIBITS

Occupy Alcatraz!

Before the Occupation: A Brief History of Native Americans at Alcatraz Federal Penitentiary

All That Glitters Is Not Gold: Original Ink Drawings Inspired By the Photo Archives

The Native Reclamation of Alcatraz Island, 1969: News Coverage from 50 Years Ago On the Alcatraz Takeover

Red Power on Alcatraz: Perspectives 50 Years Later • Nov. 20, 2019 - June 2022, Alcatraz

The Continuous Thread: Celebrating Our Interwoven Histories, Identities and Contributions - SFAC

Reclaiming Space: Portraits of the American Indian Community - SFPL, AAM, SFAC
Danza Azteca Mixcoatl Anahuac
• Saturday, Nov. 16, Marina (Open House)
  Main, Atrium Mission
• Saturday, Nov. 23, Excelsior
  Bayview Visitacion Valley

Ohlone Minizine - Kanyon Sayers-Roods
• Saturday, Nov. 9, Sunset
• Saturday, Nov. 9, Western Addition
• Tuesday, Nov. 12, Bernal Heights
• Tuesday, Nov. 12, North Beach

“There There,” by Radiohead. The hook is “Just ’cause you feel it doesn’t mean it’s there.” —Tommy Orange, There There